Abstract. The SystemC language is a de-facto standard for the description of systems on chip. A recent approach to the formal verification of SystemC designs, called ESST, combines Explicit state techniques to deal with the SystemC Scheduler, with Symbolic techniques, based on lazy abstraction, to deal with the Threads. Despite its relative effectiveness, this approach suffers from the potential explosion of thread interleavings. In this paper, we propose the adoption of partial order techniques to alleviate the problem. We extend the ESST with two complementary PO techniques (persistent set, and sleep set), and we prove the soundness of the approach in the case of safety properties. The extension is only seemingly trivial: the PO reduction, applied to the scheduler, must be proved not to interfere with the lazy abstraction of the threads. We implemented the techniques within the software model checker SYCMC, and we carried out an experimental evaluation on benchmarks taken from the SystemC distribution and from the literature. The results showed a significant improvement, both in the number of visited abstract states, and in run times.
Introduction
SystemC has widely been used for the design of executable models of systems on chip. It allows for high-speed simulation before synthesizing the RTL hardware description. Verification of SystemC designs is an important issue since errors identified in such models can reveal errors in the specification and prevent error propagation down to the hardware. Despite its importance, formal verification of SystemC is still at a preliminary stage. Indeed, a SystemC design is a very complex entity, that can be thought of as multi-threaded software, where scheduling is cooperative and carried out according to a specific set of rules [21] , and the execution of threads is mutually exclusive.
A promising technique, called ESST [7] , has recently been proposed for the verification of SystemC designs. ESST combines Explicit state techniques to deal with the SystemC Scheduler, with Symbolic techniques, based on lazy abstraction [2] , to deal with the Threads. Despite its relative effectiveness, the ESST techniques suffers from two main inefficiencies. First, it has to perform several expensive predicate abstractions during the exploration of threads. Second, due to keeping track of the scheduler states explicitly, it has to explore a large number of thread interleavings, but many of which are redundant. These inefficiencies degrades the run time performance and can cause out of memory due to state explosion.
Partial-order reduction (POR) [11, 19, 23] has been proposed as a model checking technique for combating the state explosion by exploring only representative subset of all possible schedules. POR exploits the commutativity of concurrent transitions that results in the same state when they are executed in different orders. It has successfully been applied in explicit-state software model checkers like SPIN [13] and VERISOFT [10] , and also in symbolic model checking as shown in [15, 24, 1] .
In this paper, we investigate the application of POR to the ESST technique. We considered two complementary POR techniques: the persistent set and the sleep set [11] . These two sets are used by the ESST algorithm in deciding which threads to expand, while the symbolic search remains unchanged.
We remark that the application of POR in ESST algorithm is only seemingly trivial since it must be proved not to interfere with the lazy abstraction used for the search within the threads. We proved the soundness of the approach in the case of verification of safety properties.
We implemented these POR techniques within the ESST algorithm as implemented in the SYCMC software model checker which is part of the tool chain described in [7] . The tool chain includes a SystemC front-end derived from PINAPA [17] . The front-end first translates a SystemC design into a threaded C program. In such a C program each thread in the SystemC design is represented as a C function.
We carried out a thorough experimental evaluation on benchmarks taken from the SystemC distribution and from the literature. The results showed a significant improvement w.r.t. the ones reported in [7] , both in the number of visited abstract states, and in run times.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we briefly introduce SystemC and we briefly describe the ESST algorithm. In Section 3 we show by means of an example the possible state explosion problem that may arise. In Section 4 we show how to lift POR techniques to the ESST algorithm. In Section 5 we revise the related work. Finally, in Section 7 we draw some conclusions and we outline future work.
Background 2.1 The SystemC language
SystemC is a C++ library that consists of (1) a core language that allows one to model a System-on-Chip (SoC) by specifying its components and architecture, and (2) a simulation kernel (or scheduler) that schedules and runs processes (or threads) of components. SoC components are modeled as SystemC modules that communicate through channels (that are bound to the ports specified in the modules). The SystemC library provides primitive channels such as signal, mutex, semaphore and queue.
A module consists of one or more threads that describe the parallel behavior of the SoC design. SystemC provides general-purpose events as a synchronization mechanism between threads. For example, a thread can suspend itself by waiting for an event or by waiting for some specified time. A thread can perform immediate notification of an event or delayed notification.
The SystemC scheduler is a cooperative non-preempting scheduler that runs at most one thread at a time. During a simulation, the status of a thread changes from sleeping, to runnable, and to running. A running thread will only give control back to the scheduler by suspending itself. The scheduler runs all runnable threads, one at a time, in a single delta cycle, while postponing the channel updates made by the threads. When there are no more runnable threads, the scheduler materializes the channel updates, and wakes up all sleeping threads that are sensitive to the updated channels. If, after this step, there are some runnable threads, then the scheduler moves to the next delta cycle. Otherwise, it accelerates the simulation time to the nearest time point where a sleeping thread or an event can be woken up. The scheduler quits when there are no more runnable threads after time acceleration.
An example of SystemC design is shown in Figure 1 . The example is adapted from and a simplified version of the pipeline example taken from the SystemC distribution [18] . This example consists of three modules, numgen, stage1, and stage2.
In the sc main function we create an instance for each module, and we connect them such that the instances of numgen and stage1 are connected by the signal gen to s1 and the instances of stage1 and stage2 are connected by the signal s1 to s2.
The thread generate of numgen reads an integer value from the environment and sends it to stage1 through the signal gen to s1. The thread pass of stage1 simply reads the value from the signal gen to s1 and sends it to stage2 through the signal s1 to s2. The thread check of stage2 reads the value from s1 to s2 and asserts that the read value equals 0. All threads are made sensitive to the positive edge of the clock clk. That is, they become runnable when the value of the clock, which is modeled as a boolean signal, changes from 0 to 1. The function dont initialize makes the most-recently declared thread sleep initially.
The clock cycle is controlled by the loop in the sc main function. The function sc start runs a simulation until there are no more runnable threads. The property that we want to check is that the value read by numgen from the environment reaches stage2 in three clock cycle.
The Explicit Scheduler + Symbolic Threads (ESST) approach
The ESST technique [7] is a counter-example guided abstraction refinement [8] based technique that combines explicit-state technique with lazy predicate abstraction [2] . In the same way as the classical lazy abstraction, the data path of the threads is analyzed by means of predicate abstraction, while the flow of control of each thread and the state of the scheduler are analyzed with explicit-state techniques.
We assume that the SystemC design has been translated into a threaded C program [7] in which each SystemC thread is represented by a C function. Each function corresponding to a thread is represented by a control-flow automaton (CFA), which is a pair (L, G), where L is the set of control locations and G ⊆ L × Ops× is the set of edges such that each edge is labelled by an operation from the set Ops of operations.
Threads in a threaded C program communicate with each other by means of shared global variables, and use primitive functions and events as synchronization mechanism. For SystemC we have the following primitive functions: wait event(e) and wait time(t) to suspend the thread itself and, respectively, to wait for the notification of the event e and to wait for a time unit t; notify event(e) to notify the event e immediately, notify event at time(e,t) to notify event e with delayed time t, and cancel event(e) to cancel a delayed notification of event e. The ESST algorithm is based on the construction and analysis of an abstract reachability forest (ARF) that describes the reachable abstract states of the threaded program. An ARF consists of connected abstract reachability trees (ART's), each of which is obtained by unwinding the CFA corresponding to the running thread. The connections between one ART with the others in an ARF describe possible context switches (or interleavings) to successor running threads.
For a threaded program with n threads, a node in an ARF is a tuple ( l 1 , ϕ 1 , . . . , l n , ϕ n , ϕ, S), where l i and ϕ i are, respectively, the program location and the region of thread i, ϕ is the region of global variables, and S is the state of the scheduler. Regions are formulas describing the values of variables. Information maintained in the scheduler state S includes the status of threads and events, the events that sleeping threads are waiting for their notifications, and the delays of event notifications.
An ARF is constructed by unwinding the CFA's of threads and by executing the scheduler. Unwinding a CFA involves computing the abstract strongest post-condition SP π (ϕ, op) of a region ϕ with respect to the operation op labelling the unwound CFA edge and the precision π. In the ESST approach, the precision π can contain a set of predicates that are tracked for the global region and for the thread regions.
Unwinding a CFA during the ARF construction can also involve executing primitive functions. This is performed by the function SEXEC that takes as inputs a scheduler state and a call to a primitive function p, and returns the updated scheduler state obtained from executing p. For example, the state S = SEXEC(S, wait event(e)) is obtained from the state S by changing the status of the running thread to sleep, and noting that the now sleeping thread is waiting for the event e.
To explore all possible schedules, we implement the scheduler by the function SCHED that, given a scheduler state where all threads are sleeping, outputs a set of scheduler states representing all possible schedules such that each of the output scheduler states has exactly one running thread.
We expand a node ( l 1 , ϕ 1 , . . . , l n , ϕ n , ϕ, S) by means of the following rules [7] :
E1. If there is a running thread i in S such that the thread performs an operation op and (l i , op, l i ) is an edge of the CFA of thread i, then -If op is not a call to primitive function, then the successor node is
The function HAVOC collects all global variables that are possibly updated by the operation op, and builds a new operation where these variables are assigned with fresh variables. We do this since we do not want to leak variables local to the running thread in order to update the region of other threads.
-If op is a primitive function, then the successor node is
If there is no running thread in S, then, for each scheduler state S ∈ SCHED(S), we create a successor node ( l 1 , ϕ 1 , . . . , l n , ϕ n , ϕ, S ), such that the node becomes the root node of a new ART that is then added to the ARF. The connection (named ARF connector) between the original and the successor node represents a context switch that occurs when a thread gives the control back to the scheduler.
In the construction of an ARF, one stops expanding a node if the node is covered by other nodes or if the conjuction of all its thread regions and the global region is unsatisfiable. We say that a node ( l 1 , ϕ 1 , . . . , l n , ϕ n , ϕ, S) is covered by a node
An ARF is complete if it is closed under the expansion of the above rules. An ARF is safe if it is complete and, for every node ( l 1 , ϕ 1 , . . . , l n , ϕ n , ϕ, S) in the ARF such that ϕ ∧ i=1,...,n ϕ i is satisfiable, none of the locations l 1 , . . . , l n are error locations.
The construction of an ARF starts with a single ART representing reachable states of the main function. In the root node of that ART all regions are initialized with T rue, all thread locations are set to the entries of the corresponding threads and the only running thread in the scheduler state is the main function. The main function then suspends itself by calling a primitive function that starts the simulation. We expand the ARF using the rules E1 and E2 until either the ARF is complete or we reach a node where one of the thread's location is an error location. In the latter case we build a counterexample consisting of paths in the trees of the ARF and check if the counterexample is feasible. If it is feasible, then we have found a real counterexample witnessing that the program is unsafe. Otherwise, we use the spurious counterexample to discover predicates to refine the ARF. We refer to [7] for further details.
The problem of multiple interleavings
The ESST algorithm often has to explore a large number of possible schedules. However, some of them might be redundant because the order of interleavings of some threads are irrelevant. As a consequence, the more schedules that have to be explored, the larger the size of ARF is, and the more node expansions that have to be performed. Node expansion involves predicate abstraction, which is the most expensive operation in the ESST algorithm. Moreover, although the ARF describes an abstract state space, the scheduler states that are tracked explicitly and the large number of possible schedules that need to be explored can still lead to the infamous state-explosion problem. Let us consider the example of SystemC design shown in Figure 1 consisting of three threads: generate, pass, and check. To verify this example, the ESST algorithm has to explore 6 = 3! possible schedules each time all the threads become runnable, as shown in Figure 2 . Increasing the number of intermediate stages between generate and check, for example by adding 100 intermediate passes, will lead the ESST algorithm to the state-explosion problem.
Note that the threads in the above example communicate with each other using signals. A signal s in SystemC can be viewed as a pair (s old , s new ) of variables such that writing to s is modeled by writing to s new while reading from s is modeled by reading from s old . Thus, the threads in the above example access disjoint sets of variables: generate writes to gen to s1 new , pass reads from gen to s1 old and writes to s1 to s2 new , and check reads from s1 to s2 old . Therefore, when all the threads become runnable, the order of running them is irrelevant. Consequently, instead of exploring all 3! possible schedules, it is sufficient to explore only one of them.
Reduction Algorithms in ESST
Partial-order reduction (POR) [11, 19, 23] is a model checking technique that is aimed at combating the state explosion by exploring only representative subset of all possible interleavings. POR exploits the commutativity of concurrent transitions that results in the same state when they are executed in different orders. POR has been successfully applied in explicit-state software model checkers like SPIN [13] and VERISOFT [10] . POR has also been applied to symbolic model checking techniques as shown in [15, 24, 1] . In this paper we apply POR to the ESST technique.
Partial-Order Reduction Techniques
For presentation of POR in this section we follow the standard notions and notations used in other literature [11, 9] . We represent a concurrent program as a transition system M = (S, S 0 , T ), where S is the finite set of states, S 0 ⊂ S is the set of initial states, and T is a set of transitions such that for each α ∈ T , we have α ⊂ S × S. We say that α(s, s ) holds and often writes it as s α → s if (s, s ) ∈ α. A state s is a successor of a state s if s α → s for some transition α ∈ T . In the following we will only consider deterministic transitions A transition α is enabled in a state s if there is a state s such that α(s, s ) holds. The set of transitions enabled in a state s is denoted by enabled (s).
A path from a state s in a transition system is a finite or infinite sequence s 0
A path is empty if the sequence consists only of a single state. The length of a finite path is the number of transitions in the path.
Let (S, S 0 , T ) be a transition system, we denote by Reach(S 0 , T ) ⊆ S the set of states reachable from the states in S 0 by the transitions in T . In this work we are interested in verifying safety properties in the form of program assertion. To this end, we assume that there is a set T err ⊆ T of error transitions such that the set E M,Terr = {s ∈ S | ∃s ∈ S.∃α ∈ T err . α(s , s) holds } is the set of error states of M with respect to T err . A transition system M = (S, S 0 , T ) is safe with respect to the set T err ⊆ T of error transitions iff
Selective search in POR exploits the commutativity of concurrent transitions. The concept of commutativity of concurrent transitions can be formulated by defining an independence relation on pairs of transitions. Enabledness. If α is in enabled (s), then β is in enabled (s) iff β is in enabled (α(s)). Commutativity. If α and β are in enabled (s), then α(β(s)) = β(α(s)).
We say that two transitions α and β are independent of each other if for every state s they satisfy the enabledness and commutativity conditions. We also say that two transitions α and β are independent in a state s of each other if they satisfy the enabledness and commutativity conditions in s.
In the sequel we will use the notion of valid dependence relation to select a representative subset of transitions that need to be explored. The Persistent Set approach To reduce the number of possible interleavings, in every state visited during the state space exploration one only explores a representative subset of transitions that are enabled in that state. However, to select such a subset we have to avoid possible dependencies that can happen in the future. To this end, we appeal to the notion of persistent set [11] . DEFINITION 4.3 (PERSISTENT SET) A set P ⊆ T of enabled transitions in a state s is persistent in s if for every finite nonempty path
such that α i ∈ P for all i = 0, . . . , n, we have α n independent of any transition in P in s n .
Note that the persistent set in a state is not unique. To guarantee the existence of successor state, we impose the successor-state condition on the persistent set: the persistent set in s is empty iff so is enabled (s). For simplicity, in the sequel whenever we speak about persistent sets, then the sets satisfy the successor-state condition. We say that a state s is fully expanded if the persistent set in s equals enabled (s). It is easy to see that, for any transition α not in the persistent set P in a state s, the transition α is disabled in s or independent of any transition in P .
We denote by Reach red (S 0 , T ) ⊆ S the set of states reachable from the states in S 0 by the transitions in T such that, during the state space exploration, in every visited state we only explore the transitions in the persistent set in that state. It is easy to see that
To preserve safety properties of a transition system we need to guarantee, in particular, that the reduction by means of persistent set does not remove all interleavings that lead to an error state. To this end, we impose the so-called cycle condition on Reach red (S 0 , T ) [9, 19] : a cycle is not allowed if it contains a state in which a transition α is enabled, but α is never included in the persistent set of any state s on the cycle. Proof. If the transition system M is safe w.r.t.
For the other direction, let us assume the transition system M being unsafe w.r.t. T err . Without loss of generality we also assume that T err = {α}.
We prove that for every state s 0 ∈ S such that there is a path of length n > 0 leading to an error state s e , then there is a path from s 0 to an error state s e such that the path consists only of transitions in the persistent sets of visited states. When the state s 0 is in S 0 , then the states visited by the latter path are only states in Reach red (S 0 , T ). We first show the proof for n = 1 and n = 2, and then we generalize it for arbitrary n > 0.
Case n = 1. Let s 0 ∈ S be such that s 0 α → s e holds for an error state s e . By the successor-state condition, the persistent set in s 0 is non-empty. If the only persistent set in s 0 is the singleton set {α}, then the path s 0 α → s e is the path leading to an error state and the path consists only of transitions in the persistent sets of visited states.
Suppose that the transition α is not in the persistent set in s 0 . Take the greatest m > 0 such that there is a path
where for all i = 0, . . . , m − 1, the set P i is the persistent set in state s i , the transition γ i is in P i , and the transition α in not in P i (see Figure 3) . First, the above path exists because of the successor-state condition and it must be finite because the set S of states is finite. The path cannot form a cycle, otherwise by the cycle condition the transition α will have been in the persistent set in one of the states that form the cycle. That is, by the above path, we delay the exploration of α
is the path from s 0 leading to an error state s e involving only transitions in the persistent sets of visited states. Case n = 2. Let s 0 ∈ S be such that there is a path
→ s e for some state s 1 and an error state s e . By the successor-state condition, the persistent set in s 0 is non-empty. If the only persistent set in s 0 is the singleton set {β 0 }, then the path s 0 β0 → s 1 consists only of transition in the persistent set. By the case n = 1, it is guaranteed that there is a path from s 1 leading to an error state s e such that the path consists only of transitions in the persistent sets of visited states. Thus, there is a path from s 0 leading to an error state s e such that the path consists only of transistions in the persistent sets of visited states. Suppose that the transition β 0 is not in the persistent set in s 0 . Take the greatest m > 0 such that there is a path
where for all i = 0, . . . , m − 1, the set P i is the persistent set in state s i , the transition γ i is in P i , and the transition β 0 in not in P i (see Figure 4) . With the same reasoning as in the case of n = 1, the above path exists, and is finite and acyclic. That is, we delay the exploration of β 0 as long as possible. Consider now the path
We show that an error state is reachable from the state s m+1 . First, since the transitions γ 0 and β 0 are independent in s 0 , the transitions γ 0 and β 0 are enabled, respectively, in the states s 1 and s 1 , and they commute in the state s 2 . The transition γ 0 is also independent of the transition α in s
In the same way as in the case of n = 1, if the transition α is not in the persistent set in s m+1 , then we can delay α as long as possible by taking the greatest k > 0 such that there is a path
where for all l = 1, . . . , k + 1, the set P m+l is the persistent set in state s m+l , the transition γ m+l−1 is in P m+l , and the transition α in not in P m+l . Thus, the path
is the path from s 0 leading to an error state s e such that it consists only of transitions in the persistent sets of visited states. Case n > 0. Let s 0 ∈ S be such that there is a path
where for all i = 0, . . . , m − 1, the set P i is the persistent set in state s i , the transition γ i is in P i , and the transition β 0 in not in P i (see Figure 5 ). That is, we delay the exploration of β 0 as long as possible.
Consider now the path
With the same reasoning as in the case of n = 2, we have the transition β 1 enabled in the state s m+1 , and we can postpone the exploration of β 1 as long as possible. When β 1 gets explored, the transition β 2 is enabled in the successor state. By repeatedly applying the same reasoning for transitions β k for k = 2, . . . , n − 1, the path formed in a similar way to that of the case of n = 2 is the path from s 0 leading to an error state s e such that the path consists only of transitions in the persistent sets of visited states. An important insight from the above proof is when the transition system is unsafe, then the state-space exploration with POR can visit more states than that of when the exploration is performed without POR. For example, in the case of n = 1 above, if the state s 0 is in the set of initial states, then the state-space exploration without POR only needs to visit two states s 0 and s e to decide that the transition system is unsafe. However, when POR is applied to the state-space exploration, then as shown in the proof the exploration visits more than two states. The Sleep Set approach We consider also the sleep set POR technique. This technique exploits independencies of enabled transitions in the current state. For example, suppose that in some state s there are two enabled transitions α and β, and they are independent of each other. Suppose further that the search explores α first from s. Then, when the search explores β from s such that s β → s for some state s , we associate with s a sleep set containing only α. From s the search only explores transitions that are not in the sleep set of s . That is, although the transition α is still enabled in s , it will not be explored. Both persistent set and sleep set techniques are orthogonal and complementary, and thus can be applied simultaneously.
Note that the sleep set technique only removes transitions, and not states. Thus Theorem 4.4 still holds when the sleep set technique is applied.
Applying POR to ESST
Applying POR to the ESST algorithm is not trivial. First, the ESST algorithm analyzes the CFA's of functions representing threads, while the program considered in the exposition of POR in the previous sub-section is represented by a transition system. One then needs to identify what constitute a transition in the CFA's of a thread.
Second, the construction of a valid dependence relation has to consider primitive functions that can update the status of threads and events. For example, transitions can perform immediate event notification that makes other threads runnable and cancel a delayed event notification.
Third, the ESST algorithm is based on the construction of an ARF that describes the reachable abstract states of the threaded program, while the exposition of POR before is based on the analysis of reachable concrete states. One then needs to guarantee that the original ARF is safe iff. the reduced ARF, obtained by applying POR in the construction of ARF, is safe. That is, we have to ensure that the selective search performed during the construction of ARF does not remove all non-spurious paths that lead to error locations. In particular, the construction of reduced ARF has to check if the cycle condition is satisfied in its concretization.
To integrate POR techniques into the ESST algorithm we first need to identify transitions in the threaded program. In the above description of POR the execution of a transition is atomic. We introduce the notion of atomic block as the notion of transition in the threaded program. Intuitively an atomic block is a block of operations between calls to primitive functions that can suspend the thread. For simplicity, let us call such primitive functions wait functions.
An atomic block of a thread is a rooted subgraph of the CFA satisfying the following conditions: (1) its unique entry is the entry of the CFA or the location that immediately follows a call to a wait function; (2) its exit is the exit of the CFA or the location that immediately follows a call to a wait function; and (3) there is no call to a wait function in any CFA path from the entry to an exit except the one that precedes the exit. Note that an atomic block has a unique entry, but can have multiple exits. We often identify an atomic block by its entry.
For example, consider the thread code below:
The thread has two atomic blocks. One atomic block starts from the entry of the thread and ends at the label l and at the exit of the thread. The other atomic block starts from the label l and ends at the label l too and at the exit of the thread. In the sequel we will use the terms transition and atomic block interchangeably.
We use static analysis techniques to compute a valid dependence relation. In particular, a pair (α, β) of atomic blocks are in a valid dependence relation if the following criteria are satisfied:
1. The atomic block α contains a write to a shared (or global) variable g, and the atomic block β contains a write or a read to g. 2. The atomic block α contains an immediate notification of an event e, and the atomic block β contains a wait for e. 3. The atomic block α contains a delayed notification of an event e, and the atomic block β contains a cancellation of a notification of e.
Persistent sets are computed using a valid dependence relation. Let D be a valid dependence relation. Algorithm 1 computes persistent sets. The else-branch of the algorithm can be implemented as follows. If the atomic block α and the thread that owns α sleeps at the entry of β different form α, then we add β into P if there is a path from β to α. If the atomic block α is the same as β, then we add all atomic blocks that can immediately notify the event that α is waiting for. It is easy to see that the persistent set computed by Algorithm 1 satisfies the successor-state condition.
Algorithm 1 is a variant of the stubborn set algorithm presented in [11] , that is, we use a valid dependence relation as the interference relation described in [11] .
We apply POR to the ESST algorithm by modifying the ARF node expansion rule E2, described in Section 2.2 in two steps. The first step amounts to computing Algorithm 1 Persistent set.
Input: a set TE of enabled atomic blocks. Output: a persistent set P .
1. Let TP := {α}, where α ∈ TE. 2. For each atomic block α ∈ TP : (a) If α ∈ TE (α is enabled):
-Add into TP a set of atomic blocks whose executions guarantee α to become enabled. 3. Repeat step 2 until no more transition can be added into TP . 4. P := TP ∩ TE.
a persistent set from a set of scheduler states output by the function SCHED. The second step amounts to ensuring that the cycle condition is satisfied by the concretization of the constructed ARF.
First, we assume that a valid dependence relation D has been produced by static analysis on the threaded program. Second, we introduce the function PERSISTENT that computes a persistent set of a set of scheduler states. PERSISTENT takes as inputs an ARF node and a set S of scheduler states, and outputs a subset S of S. The input ARF node keeps track of the thread locations, which are used to identify atomic blocks, while the input scheduler states keep track of the status of the threads. From the ARF node and the set S, the function PERSISTENT extracts the set T E of enabled atomic blocks. PERSISTENT then computes a persistent set P from T E using Algorithm 1. Finally PERSISTENT constructs back a subset S of the input set S of scheduler states from the persistent set P .
Let A = ( l 1 , ϕ 1 , . . . , l n , ϕ n , ϕ, S) be an ARF node that is going to be expanded. We replace the rule E2 in the following way: instead of creating a new ART for each state S ∈ SCHED(S), we create a new ART whose root is the node ( l 1 , ϕ 1 , . . . , l n , ϕ n , ϕ, S ) for each state S ∈ PERSISTENT(A, SCHED(S)) (rule E2').
To guarantee the preservation of safety properties, we have to check that the cycle condition is satisfied. Following [9] we check a stronger condition: at least one state along the cycle is fully expanded.
In the ESST algorithm a potential cycle occurs if an ARF node is covered by one of its predecessors in the ARF. Let A = ( l 1 , ϕ 1 , . . . , l n , ϕ n , ϕ, S) be an ARF node. We say that the scheduler state S is running if there is a running thread in S. Recall our assumption that there is at most one running thread in the scheduler state. We also say that the node A is running if its scheduler state S is. Note that during ARF expansion the input of SCHED is always a non-running scheduler state.
A path in an ARF can be represented as a sequence A 0 , . . . , A m of ARF nodes such that for all i, we have A i+1 is a succcessor of A i in the same ART or there is an ARF connector from A i to A i+1 . Given an ARF node A of ARF F , we denote by ARFPath(A, F ) the ARF path A 0 , . . . , A m such that (1) A 0 has neither a predecessor ARF node nor an incoming ARF connector, and (2) A m = A. Let Π be an ARF path, we denote by NonRunning(Π) the maximal subsequence of non-running node in Π.
Algorithm 2 shows how a non running ARF node A is expanded in the presence of POR. We assume that A contains no error locations. Essentially, the algorithm fully expands the immediate non-running predecessor node of A when a potential cycle is detected. Otherwise the node is expanded as usual.
Our POR technique differs from that of in [9] , which is implemented in SPIN [14] . The technique in [9] tries to select a persistent set that does not create a cycle, and if it does not succeed, then it fully expands the node. In the context of ESST such a technique is expensive. To detect a cycle one has to expand a node by a transition. As explained before, a transition or an atomic block in our case can span over multiple operations in CFA. Thus, a cycle detection often requires expensive computations of abstract strongest post condition.
In addition to coverage check, in the above algorithm one can also check if the detected cycle is spurious or abstract. We only fully expand a node iff the detected cycle is not spurious. As cycles are rare, the benefit of POR can be defeated by the price of generating and solving the constraints that encode the cycle.
In SystemC cycles can occur because there is a chain of wait and immediate notifications of events. For SystemC cycle detection can be optimized by only considering the sequence of non-running ARF node that belongs to the same delta-cycle.
POR based on sleep set can also be applied to ESST. First, we extend the node of ARF to include a sleep set. That is, an ARF node is a tuple ( l 1 , ϕ 1 , . . . , l n , ϕ n , ϕ, S, Z), where the sleep set Z is a set of atomic blocks. The sleep set is ignored during coverage check. Second, from the set of enabled atomic blocks and the sleep set of the current node, we compute a subset of enabled atomic blocks and a mapping from every atomic block in the former subset to a successor sleep set.
Let D be a valid dependence relation, Algorithm 3 shows how to compute a reduced set of enabled transitions T R and a mapping M Z to successor sleep sets using D. The input of the algorithm is a set T E of enabled atomic blocks and the sleep set Z of the current node. Note that the set T E can be a persistent set obtained by Algorithm 1.
Similar to the persistent set based technique, we introduce the function SLEEP that takes as inputs an ARF node A and a set of scheduler states S, and outputs a subset S of S along with the above mapping M Z . From the ARF node and the scheduler states, SLEEP extracts the set T E of enabled atomic blocks and the current sleep set. SLEEP then computes a subset T R of T E of enabled atomic blocks and the mapping M Z using Algorithm 3. Finally SLEEP constructs back a subset S of the input set S of scheduler states from the set T R of enabled atomic blocks.
Algorithm 3 Sleep set.
Input:
-a set TE of enabled atomic blocks.
-a sleep set Z. Output:
-a reduced set TR ⊆ TE of enabled atomic blocks.
-a mapping MZ : TR → TE × TR.
Let A = ( l 1 , ϕ 1 , . . . , l n , ϕ n , ϕ, S, Z) be an ARF node that is going to be expanded. We replace the rule E2 in the following way: let (S , M Z ) = SLEEP(A, SCHED(S)), create a new ART whose root is the node ( l 1 , ϕ 1 , . . . , l n , ϕ n , ϕ, S , M Z [l ]) for each S ∈ S such that l is the atomic block of the running thread in S .
One can easily combine persistent and sleep set by replacing (S , M Z ) = SLEEP(A, SCHED(S)) above by (S , M Z ) = SLEEP(A, PERSISTENT(A, SCHED(S))).
Correctness of Reduction in ESST
The correctness of POR with respect to verifying program assertions of transition systems has been shown by Theorem 4.4. The correctness proof relies on the enabledness and commutativity of independent transitions. However, the proof is applied in concrete state space of the transition system, while the ESST algorithm works in abstract state space represented by an ARF. The following observation shows that two transition that are independent in the concrete state space may not commute in the abstract state space.
For simplicity of presentation, we represent an abstract state by a formula representing a region. Let g 1 , g 2 be global variables, and p, q be predicates such that p ⇔ (g 1 < g 2 ) and q ⇔ (g1 = g2). Let α be the transition g1 := g1 -1 and β be the transition g2 := g2 -1. It is obvious that α and β are independent of each other. However, Figure 6 shows that the two transition do no commute when we start from an abstract state A 1 such that A 1 ⇔ p. The edges in the figure represent the computation of abstract strongest post condition of the corresponding abstract states and transitions.
Even though two independent transitions do not commute in abstract state space, they still commute in the concrete state space overapproximated by the abstract state space, as shown by the lemma below. For a concrete state s and an abstract state A, we write s |= A iff A holds in s.
LEMMA 4.5 Let α and β be transitions that are independent of each other such that for concreate states s 1 , s 2 , s 3 and abstract state A we have s 1 |= A, and both α(s 1 , s 2 ) and β(s 2 , s 3 ) holds. Let A be the abstract successor state of A by applying the abstract strongest post operator to A and β, and A be the abstract successor state of A by applying the abstract strongest post operator to A and α. The above lemma shows that POR can be applied in abstract state space. We now can prove the correctness of the reduction in the ESST technique, as stated by the following theorem: THEOREM 4.6 Let ARF F 1 be obtained by node expansion without POR and ARF F 2 be obtained with POR. F 1 is safe iff F 2 is safe.
Proof. If F 1 is safe, then F 2 is obviously safe because POR only reduces the number of explored transitions and thus removes abstract states. For the other direction, it follows from Theorem 4.4 in conjuction with Lemma 4.5 that if there is a non-spurious path to an error state in F 1 , then there is also a non-spurious path to an error state in F 2 .
Related Work
In [3] is discussed an approach aiming at the generation of a SystemC scheduler from a SystemC design that at run time will use race analysis information to speed up the simulation by reducing the number of possible interleavings. The race condition itself is formulated as a guarded independence relation. The independence relation used in [3] is more precise than the one defined in this paper. In our work two transitions are independent if they are independent in any state. While in [3] two transitions are independent in some state if the guard associated with the pair of transitions is satisfied by the state. The guards of two transitions are computed using model checking techniques. The soundness of the synthesized scheduler relies on the assumption that the SystemC threads cannot enable each other during the evaluation phase. Therefore, immediate event notifications are not allowed. Our work does not have such an assumption. Moreover, unlike our work, the search in [3] is stateless and it is bounded on the number of simulation steps: cycle condition cannot be detected, and thus this approach cannot be used to verify program assertions.
Dynamic POR techniques for scalable testing of SystemC designs are described in [16, 12] . Unlike other works on dynamic POR that collect and analyze run time information to determine dependency of transitions, the work in [16] uses information obtained by static analysis to construct persistent set. For SystemC the criteria that they use to determine dependency of transitions are similar to the criteria we used in this paper. However, similarly to [3] , the simulation is bounded and stateless, and thus cannot be used to verify program assertions.
POR has been successfully implemented in explicit-state model checkers, like SPIN [13, 14, 20] and VERISOFT [10] . Despite the inability of explicit-state model checkers to handle non-deterministic inputs, there have been several attempts to encode SystemC designs in PROMELA, the input language of SPIN. Examples of such attempts include the works described in [22, 5] . The aim of those work is to take advantages of search optimizations provided by SPIN, including POR. However, those works cannot fully benefit from the POR implemented in SPIN due to the limitations of the encodings themselves and the limitations of SPIN with respect to the intrinsic structure of SystemC designs. The encoding in [22] is unaware of atomic blocks in the SystemC design. The PROMELA encoding in [5] groups each atomic block in the SystemC design as an indivisible transition using SPIN atomic facility. Such an encoding can reduce the number of visited states, and thus relieves the state explosion problem. It is also shown in that paper that the application of POR reduces the number of visited states. However, the reductions that SPIN can achieve is not at the level of the atomic blocks of threads: SPIN still explores redundant interleavings. Moreover, to be able to handle cycle conditions similarly to Algorithm 2, one has to modify SPIN itself.
There have been some works on applying POR to symbolic model checking techniques as shown in [15, 24, 1] . In these works POR during state-space exploration is obtained by statically adding constraints describing the reduction technique into the encoding of the program. The work in [1] applies POR to symbolic BDD-based invariant checking. The work in [24] can be considered as symbolic sleep-set based technique. The work also introduces the notion of guarded independence relation, where a pair of transitions are independent of each other if certain conditions specified in the pair's guards are satisfied. Such an independence relation is used in [3] for race analysis. Our work in this paper can be extended to use guarded independence relation by exploiting the thread and global regions, but we leave it as future work. The work in [15] considers patterns of lock acquisition to refine the notion of independence transition, which subsequently yields better reductions.
Experiments
We have implemented the persistent and sleep sets based POR within the tool chain for SystemC verification described in [7] . It consists of a SystemC front-end, which is an extended version of PINAPA [17] , and a model checker called SYCMC which implements the ESST approach. The front-end translates SystemC designs into sequential C programs and into threaded C programs. The model checker SYCMC can verify the sequential C programs using the classical lazy abstraction algorithm, or it can verify the threaded C programs using the ESST algorithm (extended with the two POR techniques). SYCMC is built on top of an extended version of NUSMV [6] that integrates the MATHSAT SMT solver [4] and provides advanced predicate abstraction techniques by combining BDDs and SMT formulas.
We have performed an experimental evaluation on the same benchmarks used in [7] . We run the experiments on an Intel-Xeon DC 3GHz running Linux, equipped with 4GB RAM. We fixed the time limit to 1000 seconds and the memory limit to 2GB. We experimented without any POR technique (No-POR), enabling only the persistent set reduction (P-POR), enabling only the sleep set reduction (S-POR), and finally enabling both the persistent and the sleep set reductions (PS-POR). All the material to reproduce the experiments can be found at http://es.fbk.eu/people/roveri/ tests/tacas2011.
The results of the experimental evaluation are reported in Table 1 . The first column lists the name of the benchmarks. The second column shows the status of the verification: S for safe, U for unsafe, -for unknown. Then we report for each experimented technique the number of visited ARF nodes, and the run time. On the table we indicate out of time with T.O., and out of memory with M.O.
The table clearly shows that with POR we can verify more benchmarks. Without POR the verifications of token-ring-12, token-ring-13, transmitter-12, and transmitter-13 resulted in out of memory. For some benchmarks, like bist-cell, kundu, mem-slave-x, the POR defined in this work is not applicable. In such benchmarks atomic blocks of threads access the same global variables, and thus are dependent on each other. When POR is not applicable, we can see from the table that there is no reduction in the number of visited ARF nodes. However, the times spent for the verification are almost identical. It means that the time spent for the computation of persistent and sleep sets when POR is enabled is negligible.
The table also shows that, on the pipeline, token-ring-x and transmitter-x POR results in a significant reduction in the number of visited ARF nodes, and in a reduction of run time. Moreover, the combination of persistent and sleep sets gives the best results in terms of visited nodes and run time. Note that, with simultaneous persistent and sleep sets, we visited more ARF nodes in token-ring-5 than that of in token-ring-6. As discussed previously, the persistent sets are not unique. In token-ring-6 the computed persistent sets contain more independent atomic blocks that can be eliminated by the sleep set technique than those computed in token-ring-5.
With POR enabled, we are still not able to verify mem-slave-4 and mem-slave-5 given the resource limits. This is because SYCMC employs a precise predicate abstraction for expanding ARF nodes. Such an abstraction is expensive when there are a large number of predicates involved. For verifying mem-slave-3, we already discovered 65 predicates associated with the global region and 37 predicates associated with the thread regions, with an average of 5 predicates per location associated with the thread CFA.
It is not always the case that POR boosts the ESST algorithm. The application of POR to the ESST algorithm makes the algorithm omit exploring some scheduler states output by the function SCHED. For an unsafe benchmark, exploring one of those scheduler states could lead to the shortest counterexample path witnessing that the benchmark is unsafe. Thus, the constructed ARF can be larger when POR is applied than when POR is not applied. For a safe benchmark, exploring an omitted scheduler state could lead a spurious ARF path that might not be formed if the scheduler state was not omitted in the exploration. In the ESST algorithm spurious ARF paths are used to discover new predicates and to refine the ARF. Moreover, the construction of ARF in the ESST algorithm is sensitive to the tracked predicates. Thus, also for a safe benchmark, the constructed ARF can be larger when POR is applied than when POR is not applied.
Regardless of the fact that there is no guarantee that POR always boosts the ESST algorithm, Table 1 shows that POR can be used to boost the ESST algorithm. In the future we will investigate the effectiveness of POR in the ESST algorithm by using randomization on deciding the set of omitted scheduler states to improve the quality of the analysis.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we have shown how to extend the ESST approach with POR techniques for the verification of SystemC designs. We proved the correctness of the reduction for the verification of program assertions. We carried out an experimental evaluation where it clearly appears that the proposed techniques significantly reduces the number of visited nodes and the verification time, allowing for the verification of designs that without POR cannot be verified in the considered resource limits.
As future work, we will extend the set of primitives to interact with the scheduler to better handle TLM constructs, and to exploit them to further improve the currently provided POR. Moreover, we will investigate the possibility to handle the scheduler semi-symbolically by enumerating possible next states exploiting SMT techniques as to eliminate the current limitations of the ESST approach. Finally, we will also investigate the applicability of the proposed approach to concurrent C programs with more sophisticated scheduling policies.
